
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of advisor, accounting. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for advisor, accounting

Identify, gather, analyze, document, design and propose a solution for current
DBS for all MX Government requests (new or changes on existing ones) with
direct impact on MX John Deere dealerships
Participate as required to design, develop, test and integrate applications
impacting accounting and finance DBS modules
Broad contact with multiple MX Dealer departments, accounting,
administrative and finance operations
Provide training and support to internal and external customers on
accounting, finance and administrative modules in current DBS
Support on site new DBS implementations, merge & acquisition projects and
whenever MX John Deere dealerships need on-site support
Assist with the implementation and rollout of CRRAR Accounting system in
conjunction with implementation of the related Escrow and Title System
Analyze and document current system functionality & business needs
Perform Fit/Gap analysis of current accounting system for each rollout and
determine any current/future business needs that need to be met
Attend training sessions for new accounting systems and become subject
matter expert
Assist implementation teams with specific Title user business needs and user
functionality

Qualifications for advisor, accounting

Example of Advisor, Accounting Job Description
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Professional Accountancy qualification with minimum of 4 years post
qualification experience, preferably with a large Public Accounting Firm or
multinational background
Multiannual professional experience in the area of general ledger accounting
is a plus
Confident user of MS Office and SAP FI
Knowledge of the structure, policies and operating details of the accounting
system or segment thereof for which responsible
Ability to acquire knowledge of specialized procedures and subject matter
encountered in specific assignments
Ability to classify accounting transactions, maintain and reconcile accounts,
close accounts and prepare reports and statements


